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Let’s Get Started…
• Housekeeping basics and self-care 

during the presentation…

• Explore: What drew you to the 
presentation today? What do you hope 
to walk away with today?

• What I hope folks walk away with…

• Heads up – I noticed the last two songs 
on the tuning in our own trauma as well 
as the first two TED Talks under the 
Post Traumatic Growth sections where 
the speakers/musicians reference 
spirituality.  If you are uncomfortable 
with that please do reach out.  I will let 
you know which ones they are, so you 
can pass on them if you want. 



“If there is meaning in 
life at all then there must be 

meaning in suffering.”
Viktor E. Frankl

Tip 1:  There are many ways to 
see the same thing.  Know and 
own your lens and filters.  
Have empathy for, and honor 
the lens, filters, and 
experiences of others.

My Lens: Multidimensional, Holistic, and Existential 

https: //images.app.goo.gl/kdttbyeusrnell7

Photo: Open book with eye glasses laying on top



Tip 2:  



You are a light to others. Trust you can make a difference. 

Photo: Psychiatrist, Dr. Irvin Yalom



Let’s jump in.

Trauma Impacts Each Person 

Differently.  

Explore: How has it 

impacted you?



Reflection: 
Tune Into Your Own 

Past Stressful Experiences, 
Trauma, Challenges, and Losses

Tip 2: Start with You!  Work on you. 
o Tuning in helps us know areas we still wrestle with 

and what we might still need to heal from.

o It also reminds us how far we have come.

o Tuning into what we have been through although not 

easy, can also reminds us why having empathy for 

others is vital.  

o It also reminds us that trauma is a whole body 

experience.



https://www.pikrepo.com/fyxqx/illust

ration-of-music-notes-and-notation

Photo: Wavy Music Notes 

“Sara Beth” by Rascal Flatts
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IocHzS2sRJ8

“Til It Happens to You” by Lady Gaga
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZmWBrN7QV6Y

“Goodbye: Leave your Abusive Relationship” 
by Tyrana Temi https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bho0brif2ss

“The Little Girl” by John Michael Montgomery
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K1j669NVNzM

As you listen, notice what thoughts and 
feelings surface for you.   Notice your physical reactions 

you have where you feel it in your body. 

Caution: Content matter is heavy and graphic. It could re-trigger something within. 
I don’t want to re-trigger so if you are concerned at all, please pass on listening/watching.  

Listening Activity 
Associated with Tuning In…

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IocHzS2sRJ8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZmWBrN7QV6Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bho0brif2ss
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K1j669NVNzM


Tip 4: Increase Awareness
Be aware of and work through your own experiences and vulnerabilities

Increase awareness of your own stress response, triggers to stress worries and 
concerns, and what helps when feeling overwhelmed and exhausted?



Physically 
Thoughts race, heart pounds, cold hands, sweaty palms, 

have fast or shallow breathing, nauseous feeling, feel like 
you have to use the restroom a lot

Emotionally and/or Cognitively 
Hard on self/beat up on self, don’t think as straight,  feel 
overwhelmed, feel exhausted, things feel bleak, get anxious, 
depressed, panic, worry a lot, stew on things, have more 
narrowed thinking

Socially and/or Behaviorally 
Withdraw, cry, get verbally aggressive with friends or family, 
get short with people, get clingy, “act out,” get drunk, 
procrastinate, hibernate, tune out

What Happens 

When You Get Stressed Out?
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Fight, Flight, 
Freeze Response

How does it Fit Into the Equation?

o https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UczmoE4BgVU

o https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_GiOGobZKLI

o https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SJhcn7Q0-LU

o https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l6rrcqoKniQ

o https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ORthzIOEf30

o https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eYG0ZuTv5rs
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A Few Resources:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SJhcn7Q0-LU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SJhcn7Q0-LU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SJhcn7Q0-LU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l6rrcqoKniQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ORthzIOEf30
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eYG0ZuTv5rs


o https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bTA2lwkvx3Y

o https://www.cdc.gov/violenceprevention/aces/about.html

o https://www.childtrends.org/blog/adverse-childhood-experiences-
different-than-child-trauma-critical-to-understand-why

o https://www.theannainstitute.org/Finding%20Your%20ACE%20Score
.pdf
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A Few Resources:

Adverse Childhood 
Experiences (ACEs)
How Do They Fit Into the Equation?

https://www.childtrends.org/blog/adverse-childhood-experiences-different-than-child-trauma-critical-to-understand-why
https://www.childtrends.org/blog/adverse-childhood-experiences-different-than-child-trauma-critical-to-understand-why
https://www.childtrends.org/blog/adverse-childhood-experiences-different-than-child-trauma-critical-to-understand-why
https://www.theannainstitute.org/Finding%20Your%20ACE%20Score.pdf


TED Talks about Trauma…

How Childhood Trauma Affects Health Across a Lifetime – Nadine Burke Harris
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=95ovIJ3dsNk (16 min)

Good Relationship are the Key to Healing Trauma – Karen Triesman
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PTsPdMqVwBg (17 min)

Trauma Informed Teaching – Dr. Meredith Fox
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0vbN5CZCEsw (16 min)

Why All Schools Should be Trauma Informed – Dr. Mary Crnobori
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XpaM0TTrgkQ (13 min)

Healing Trauma: New Paradigm Letting the Body Inform the Mind - Shauna Quigley
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OB7BN2DIV7w (12 min)

When Time Does Not Heal All Wounds – Dr. Robert Ross
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dsCNuB_KBUw (13 min)

Uncertainty and Post Traumatic Growth – Harry Brown
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q9OTnObqFSQ (10 min)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=95ovIJ3dsNk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PTsPdMqVwBg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0vbN5CZCEsw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XpaM0TTrgkQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OB7BN2DIV7w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dsCNuB_KBUw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q9OTnObqFSQ


TED Talks about Trauma Cont.

Understanding PTSD's Effects on Brain, Body, and Emotions - Janet Seahorn
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BEHDQeIRTgs (15 min)

Understand Childhood Trauma and Abuse – Tyra Waymire
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y2LMPCnZhtY (7 min)

America’s Native Prisoners of War - Aaron Huey
https://www.ted.com/talks/aaron_huey_america_s_native_prisoners_of_war?language=en (14 min)

Adverse Childhood Experiences Can be Connectors to Joy – Martha Longadin
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OB7BN2DIV7w (18 min)

The Paradox of trauma-informed Care - Vicky Kelly
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jFdn9479U3s (12 min)

Being Informed to Trauma – Harry Brown
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dTilyD5vzYU (10 min)

What Trauma Taught Me about Resilience – Charles Hunt
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3qELiw_1Ddg&list=LLnBf5rv6X-kUCIC8oEdZZpQ&index=2387 (18 min)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BEHDQeIRTgs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y2LMPCnZhtY
https://www.ted.com/talks/aaron_huey_america_s_native_prisoners_of_war?language=en
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OB7BN2DIV7w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jFdn9479U3s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dTilyD5vzYU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3qELiw_1Ddg&list=LLnBf5rv6X-kUCIC8oEdZZpQ&index=2387


Add an Unprecedented 
World-Wide Pandemic, Riots, Pain, 

and Other Uncertainty… Then What?
How do we make sense of and navigate the chaos, fear,

uncertainty, mass trauma, and the overwhelming complexity of it all?

versus

And tomorrow, this could 

look totally different… 

Huge growing chaotic symbol tiny square box



We are not just dealing with COVID-19, we are also dealing with:

o Multiple layers of trauma and loss; Mass scale trauma, loss, and grief; Previous traumas, 
losses and traumas retriggered, and cumulative trauma 

o On-going crises (at a personal, local, state, national, and global level)
o Anticipatory loss. Ambiguous loss. Disenfranchised loss.
o Daily changes, uncertainties, few answers. Supply shortages. Difficulty accessing services.
o Vicarious trauma and vicarious grief. People are suffering. We are hurting.
o Emotional pain and other emotions - too hard to adequately put into words
o Lack of test availability – people who have no idea if they have COVID-19 or not
o Confusion and mixed messages sent. Incredibly high stress, fear, anxiety, and exhaustion. 

Isolation. Distancing. Changes in one’s support systems. People are alone.
o No immediate resolution to the myriad of challenges going on all over the world. 
o Political tension. Racial Tension. Violence. Riots. Distrust. Job loss. Financial stress.
o Feeling little sense of control over what is happening in our world right now
o Present coping models don’t fully accommodate the unique unprecedented times we are 

living in and the highly multilayered complexity to what is going on globally

And other things not even mentioned here…

Monumental Overload is an 
Understandable Understatement 



Photo: Car with excessive load of lumber on top of car starting to fall off. 
Car is on. Person asleep in the driver seat head facing away. Back tire is almost flat.  Source of photo: Unknown.



Recognize your own stress reactions and triggers.  
Explore patterns.

Invite these kind of conversations with students. 

Understand your own stress tolerance range/coping range. 
Try to avoid self-imposed build up or overload.

Work on yourself. Engage in healthy, regular self-care. 

Tip 6:



Coping/Tolerance Range 
How well do you understand your own stress reactions and patterns?

The point where you exceed your ability to cope well with stress

If we stay in this range… 
even if things build, for the most 
part, we can cope relatively well 
(even if things are rough…)

When we get close to that upper limit, 
we get extra antsy and are on edge... 

Baseline/starting point



When Out of Your 
Coping/Tolerance Range… Then What?

_______________

________________

When we go past that tipping point, we often 
behave in ways that are not characteristic for 
us. It can take a while for us to come back 
down… center ourselves… put things into 
perspective… and calm ourselves down…

We all have our tipping point…



_______________

________________

How Exhausting… 
Frustrating… 
Stressful… 
Confusing… 
Disheartening…
Overwhelming… 
And… Other Things We 
Might Not Even 
Have the Words For…

What if This 
Happens Day In, 

Day Out? Then What?



______________

It doesn’t leave much room to work with – or take too much before “losing it.”
It can feel like walking on a tight rope…  

(Yet, we still have the same pressures and stresses as before).

Our Baseline Shifts Up…

Our Coping/Tolerance 
Range Shrinks

No wonder a lot of folks (including ourselves at times) 
reach a point of hopelessness… helplessness… incredible frustration… 

and overwhelming exhaustion.



This can help you feel more empowered...
Give yourself mini-breaks… Take the edge off 
things… Help avoid stress overload,
build-up, and/or Burnout… and help with 
improved emotional regulation.

What Can We Do To Help?
Tip 7: Improve Our Coping Skills:  

Intervene early… Learn what works for you…
Practice and get good at them… Make Healthy Changes… 

In Turn, Increase your Capacity to Cope with What Comes your Way…
Invite these kinds of discussion with students.



Coping Skills Can Help Increase the 
Capacity to Cope with Stress

Examples: Exercise
Improve quality of sleep 

Reframe negative, distorted, or perfectionist thoughts
Improve diet/Eat nutritious foods

Talk to a healthy friend, physician, trusted family member, 
clergy, or a professional counselor

Explore spirituality – whatever that may or may not mean to you
Improve interpersonal communication skills

Connect with those you care about
Learn relaxation and centering skills 

Engage in service/Help others
Practice mindfulness
Find a hobby you love



Consider Imagery 
Exercises

Lemon Imagery Example:

Take a minute and close your eyes if 

comfortable.  Imagine cutting up and 

taking a big juicy bite of a lemon and 

savoring every minute of it. 

Tip 8:

Photo: Person with random 

shapes, symbols, and a butterfly 

coming out of their head



The brain can’t always 
tell what is real and what isn’t.





Classic Examples 

of Guided Imagery…

Safe Place Imagery Exercise
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HZwcm-8Vt2U (8 min)

A Walk in the Forest
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lgSbF_xH9LU (8 min)

Containment Imagery Exercise
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UfgoKNejOBs (7 min)

Can easily be woven into class - synchronous or asynchronous.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HZwcm-8Vt2U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lgSbF_xH9LU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UfgoKNejOBs


Use 
Deep Breathing 
to Help
Center Yourself

Can easily be used with students.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qM5j2ZC-OHI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CQjGqtH-2YI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BckGYBfN5e0

Tip 9:

Photo: grass, trees, path, and sunset

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qM5j2ZC-OHI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CQjGqtH-2YI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BckGYBfN5e0




Deep Breathing 
Relaxation Exercises

Find a relaxing place to try out these exercises. Drop your center of gravity. Give yourself 
permission to relax head to toe while you breathe. With each breathe imagine breathing in 
peace, hope, and inner strength. As you exhale, breathe out any stress, worries, or 
concerns you might be holding onto.  Sink into the chair each breath you take. 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=67SeR3LxtdI (10 min)

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bvdzTs0m510 (5 min)

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SEfs5TJZ6Nk (3 min)

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I-SFdhVwrVA (5 min)

Handout explaining a few more great breathing exercises:

• https://uhs.berkeley.edu/sites/default/files/breathing_exercises_0.pdf

• https://www.fammed.wisc.edu/files/webfm-uploads/documents/outreach/im/handout_breathing.pdf

• https://www.med.unc.edu/anesthesiology/enhancedrecovery/files/2017/11/Diaphragmatic-Breathing.pdf

Note: Avoid forcing the breath, allow it to comes naturally. Avoid doing while driving or needing to be in a state of 

high degree of alertness. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=67SeR3LxtdI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bvdzTs0m510
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SEfs5TJZ6Nk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I-SFdhVwrVA
https://uhs.berkeley.edu/sites/default/files/breathing_exercises_0.pdf
https://www.fammed.wisc.edu/files/webfm-uploads/documents/outreach/im/handout_breathing.pdf
https://www.med.unc.edu/anesthesiology/enhancedrecovery/files/2017/11/Diaphragmatic-Breathing.pdf


Embrace 
the Moment and 

Strive to be Fully 
Present

With Students Try a simple 
mindful body scan to increase 
presence and awareness. 
• Take 60 seconds send a 

peaceful wave head to toe. 
• Be in tune to each part of the 

body. Practice being in the 
moment.

• Notice if your mind wanders, 
if it does, just bring it back to 
your breathing

Photo of white cat raising head in the air, 

eyes closed, smelling red tulips

Tip 12:



A Short “Feel Good” 
Nurture Your Heart Space Activity….

Tip 13:

Photo of clip art large pink heart



Tip 14:

Have Students Share an 
Inspiring Quote - and Why it 

Is Meaningful to Them… 

“Strength does not come from
physical capacity. It comes from
an indomitable will.” Mahatma Gandhi



Quotes help reframe 
thoughts, instill hope, 

and invite new or 
different perspectives.

Photo of grassy pasture and dirt road. Quote 

says: “Maybe strong is what you have left 

when you’ve used up all your weak.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1KP

PtmE079M

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1KPPtmE079M


Small Group Discussions:
In breakout groups:

(a) Think of simple things to help with self-care and wellness during this chaotic 

time when everyone is overwhelmed and taxed to the limit.  How can you be 

extra in tune to others who might especially be struggling right now?  A little 

TCL goes a long way.

(b) Share simple ways to help students connect with each other. Share simple 

ways to connect and let them know you care. 

(c) How can we watch for students who don’t have energy or feel comfortable 

reaching out for help?

Let’s Share Ideas…



Photo of child running in a grassy field toward the city.  Quote says: “I feel a certain calm. There is safety in 

the midst of danger. What would life be if we had no courage to attempt anything?”  Vincent van Gogh



Build Resiliency &
Dig Deep – Draw Upon Your 

Innermost “Muscles of the Soul”
www.brianlukeseaward.com

Think of the most stressful experience you have had to go through in 

your life thus far. Ponder… What helped you get through this? How might you draw 
upon those deeper inner “Muscles of the Soul” (courage, hope, inner strength, 

faith, etc.) to help you get through a current challenge or 
difficulty you are experiencing in your life?

Tip 15:

Reflection/Writing Exercise

Photo of smiley face and pencil on blank paper

http://www.brianlukeseaward.com/


Resiliency and 

Post-Traumatic Growth
The Superpower of Resilience - Sule Kutlay Gandur
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tP4qKqvB8pc (15 min)

Bouncing Back: An Experience with Post-Traumatic Growth Syndrome -

Dave Sanderson
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LojjHV7FEJY (17 min)

Post traumatic growth: Surviving a mass shooting - Karessa Royce
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VfsCI17sug4 (14 min)

Please note each reference spirituality in some way.  

If that is uncomfortable, let me know for I will not be offended in any way.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tP4qKqvB8pc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LojjHV7FEJY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VfsCI17sug4


Post-Traumatic Growth; Resilience; 
Holistic Wellness; and Creating Safe Spaces 

Additional Resources:
o https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=53RX2ESIqsM 

o https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=br8-qebjIgs

o https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kXv4WobnwyI

o https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GWEjnGsLN-0

o https://www.npr.org/2017/05/31/530929915/research-shows-how-ptsd-can-

trigger-growth-in-veterans

o https://www.apa.org/monitor/2016/11/growth-trauma

o https://positivepsychology.com/post-traumatic-growth-worksheets/

o https://hbr.org/2020/07/growth-after-trauma

o https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/surviving-

thriving/201904/posttraumatic-growth

o https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/2771807

https://www.apa.org/monitor/2016/11/growth-trauma
https://www.apa.org/monitor/2016/11/growth-trauma
https://www.apa.org/monitor/2016/11/growth-trauma
https://www.apa.org/monitor/2016/11/growth-trauma
https://www.apa.org/monitor/2016/11/growth-trauma
https://www.apa.org/monitor/2016/11/growth-trauma
https://positivepsychology.com/post-traumatic-growth-worksheets/
https://hbr.org/2020/07/growth-after-trauma
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/surviving-thriving/201904/posttraumatic-growth
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/2771807


Tip 16: 

Have 

Hope.

Offer 

Hope.

Photo of kitten 

walking down 

path. Quote 

says: “Keep 

your eyes 

open and your 

feet moving 

forward. 

You will find 

what you are 

looking for.”

Picturequotes.

com.

The Power of Yet: Dr. Carol Dweck
https://www.ted.com/talks/carol_dweck_the_power_of_believing_t

hat_you_can_improve?language=en

https://www.ted.com/talks/carol_dweck_the_power_of_believing_that_you_can_improve?language=en


Laughter – Try A Tickler a Week
(Make sure everyone uses humor that is not offensive 

and invite the conversation of why). 

Tip 17: 

Photos of Funny Road Signs 



Resources for 

Funny Road Signs:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ceTcZ_hmpWg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RzMlrlQn6zg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OPdbdjctx2I&list=PLKksGv8ZTfs1Uhr

NRLybGbro6iiPB_Y1J&index=4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qy_mIEnnlF4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ceTcZ_hmpWg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RzMlrlQn6zg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ceTcZ_hmpWg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qy_mIEnnlF4


Ice-Breakers to 

Help Aid Bonding

Zoom Icebreakers: 55 Pro Tips to Energize Your Virtual Meetings 
https://www.rhythmsystems.com/blog/the-best-icebreakers-to-energize-your-virtual-meetings

40 Would You Rather Questions for College Students
https://www.signupgenius.com/college/students-would-you-rather-questions.cfm

30 Journaling Prompts for Self-Reflection and Self-Discovery 
https://psychcentral.com/blog/30-journaling-prompts-for-self-reflection-and-self-discovery/

Can Easily be used in Zoom or adapted to 

used in a Discussion Board

https://www.rhythmsystems.com/blog/the-best-icebreakers-to-energize-your-virtual-meetings
https://www.signupgenius.com/college/students-would-you-rather-questions.cfm
https://psychcentral.com/blog/30-journaling-prompts-for-self-reflection-and-self-discovery/


Photo of Wellness Reated Book Covers – List on Next Slide



List of Books/Book Cover 

Photos from the Previous Slide: 
o The Transformation: Discovering Wholeness and Healing after Trauma by James Gordon, MD

o Today I Affirm: A Journal that Nurtures Self-Care by Alexander Elle

o The Positivity Kit: Instant Happiness of Every Page by Lisa. Currie

o The Art of Getting Started: What if I Make a Mistake. I’ll Do it Later by Lee Crutchley

o Heart Intelligence: Connecting with the Intuitive Guidance of the Heart by Doc Childre,Howard Martin, 

Deborah Rozman, and Rolin McCraty

o 10 Keys to Happier Living: A Practical Handbook for Happiness by Vanessa King

o 52 Lists for Calm: Journaling Inspiration for Soothing Anxiety and Creating a Peaceful Life by Moorea 

Seal

o The Gifts of Imperfection: Let Go of Who you Think You’re supposed to Be and Embrace Who You Are 

by Brene Brown

o The Mindful Self-Compassion Workbook by Kristen Neff and Christopher Germer

o Finding Gratitude: Simple Ideas that Change Your Life by Rebekah Lipp and Nicole Perry

o Get Creative 

o Surprise Yourself: Get Out of Your Head and Into the World by Lisa Currie

o Daily Vagus Nerve Exercise: A Self-Help Guide to Stimulate Vagal Tone, Relieve Anxiety and Prevent 

Inflammation by Elizabeth Williams

o Start Where you Are: A Journal for Self-exploration by Meera Lee Patel



Questions, Thoughts, or 

Comments as We Wrap Up?



 Brown, B. (2010).  The gifts of imperfection: Let go of who you think you’re supposed to be and embrace who 
you are. Hazelden.

 Cameron, J. (2002). The artist’s way: A spiritual path to higher creativity. Jeremy P. Tarcher/ Penguin.
 Cullen, L. T. (2006). How to get smarter, one breath at a time. Time Magazine Online Article         

http://www.time.com/time/magazine/article/0,9171,1147167,00.html
 George, M. (1998).  Learn to relax: A practical guide to easing tension & conquering stress. Chronicle Books.
 Kabat-Zinn, J. (1990).  Full catastrophe living: Using the wisdom of your body and mind to face stress, pain, and 

illness. Delta 
Books.

 Kabat-Zinn, J. (1994).  Wherever you go, there you are: Mindfulness meditation in everyday life. Hyperion.
 Kabat-Zinn, J. (2006). Mindfulness for beginners (Audiobook) from SoundsTrue.
 Layton, M. (1995). Mastering mindfulness. Family Therapy Networker. 6 (19), 1-3
 Nachmanovitch, S. (1990). Free play: The power of improvisation in life and art. Penguin Putnam, Inc.
 Patel, M. L. (2015). Start where you are: A journal for self-exploration. Tarcher Perigee.
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Additional Resources and References



Youtube videos on stress and trauma that might be of interest: 

 “Stress, Portrait of a Killer” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eYG0ZuTv5rs
 Bessel van der Kolk – “The Body Keeps the Score: Brain, Mind, Body, in the Healing of Trauma” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=53RX2ESIqsM
 Trauma and Rewiring the Anxious Brain: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zTuX_ShUrw0

Part II: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fb-clvcX7fI

Youtube imagery exercises and other relaxation and/or meditation exercises you might like:

Mindfulness Meditation Relaxation Exercise: “Reset” Exercise/Increasing Presence: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9OfQXi5HLjg
Guided Imagery: Safe Place Imagery Exercise: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pPBxNLpOLNU
Guided Meditation: Tropical Beach Imagery Exercise: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1LKFp0Sy71c
Guided Meditation: Cultivating an Attitude of Gratitude: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M6SHrfnaIoY
Mindfulness Guided Meditation: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MIr3RsUWrdo
Detachment from Over-Thinking Things: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1vx8iUvfyCY
Cleansing Wind Meditation Exercise: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uPNHZTe6doA
Guided Meditation: Be the Mountain: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LOT0ncic_mc
Meditation for Inner Peace: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e33dETmxAr0
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